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Abstract: Chain code is an image representation which can be used to represent a shape of object or 
structure and also to represent connectivity between lines in the image boundary. It can be used in 
various applications because of its ability for information preservation and allows considerable storage 
space reduction for properties data image shape. This representation also can be applied in image 
processing field such as image compression, feature extraction and pattern recognition. Extracting 
chain code for boundary image or shape of object is simpler compared to extracting two-dimensional 
thinned binary image (TBI) that contain junctions. Thus, this paper presents a new chain code scheme 
and its algorithm to extract the chain code from TBI with multiple junctions. The importance of this 
chain code is mainly for feature extraction and recognition processes against such images. Before 
extracting the chain code, TBI with location-marked junctions is required as input data. This input data 
is a text file contains thinned binary image (0,1) plus junction marker, ‘J’ character to indicate a corner 
or junction at corresponding location. Junction positioning and labelling can be performed manually or 
by using corner/junction detection algorithm. Subsequently, the input file (0,1,J) will be traversed 
starting from image boundary and is followed by its inner line. In traversing process, all junction 
markers will be sequentially renamed to character A-Z to distinguish among existing junctions and, 
MFCC will be generated simultaneously. The peculiar way this MFCC is generated is due to feature 
extraction and recognition needs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Feature extraction is one of many important steps in pattern recognition. Without proper selection and 
arrangement of the features, it will affect classification and recognition accuracy. The problem in extracting 
feature from image is one of research works that are conducted by many researchers. In order to simplify 
features extraction from an image, the image is converted into another representation such as directed graph, 
parametric equation and chain code string. 
 As one of various image representations available, chain coding techniques are widely used because they 
allow considerable data reduction in the description of shapes. Chain codes are used to represent a boundary by 
a connected sequence of straight line segments of preset length and direction. Many applications using chain 
code representation have been reported up to date. The first work on representing digital curves using chain 
code was introduced by (Freeman, 1961), and it remains the most widely used coding technique. Currently 
proposed representation scheme is based on 4 and 8-connectivity of the pixels. 
 Given an image of line drawing, it can be converted to binary image. Furthermore, such binary image can 
be minimized into thinned binary image (TBI), which its usage in image feature extraction steps is recurrent in 
research works. The TBI must be translated into chain code before such steps could be performed thus research 
in chain code is a major concern in this paper. Therefore, this paper proposes a new chain code scheme with its 
heuristic algorithm to generate the chain code reflecting the given TBI. The discussion of this paper is only to 
derive the chain code while the extraction of the chain code is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper 
assumes that the input of the chain code is a TBI with additional marker character, ‘J’ to indicate a junction. The 
step to derive J is considered part of pre-processing stage that can be done manually or through automated 
implementation. 
 Chain code scheme is one the oldest techniques in computer vision field. It is commonly used in image 
representation to symbolize a series of line drawing with predefined movement direction and length. This 
representation can be used in image processing field such as image compression, feature extraction and pattern 
recognition. In 1961, chain code was introduced by Freeman for representing digital curves and is known as 
Freeman Chain Code (FCC) scheme.  
 This scheme is popular among researchers because its capability of preserving information and allowing 
considerable data reduction. Other related scheme also can be found in (Wulandhari and Haron, 2008). Figure 1 
shows the neighbour direction relationship in FCC, where the direction is coded by using a numbering scheme  
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[0, 1, 2, 3] and [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7] for 4-connected and 8-connected path, respectively. 
 

  

(a) 4-connected path (b) 8-connected path 

 
Fig. 1: Neighbour Directions of FCC. 
 
  There are several ways in extracting chain code from thinned binary image (TBI) as in (Bribiesca, 2003, 
2004; Haron, 2004). Most of tested images are two-dimensional and three-dimensional structure TBI. Binary 
image is a digital image; typically only two possible values for each pixel are used such as 0 and 1 
corresponding to black and white colour. This binary image will be thinned by removing selective external pixel 
until single pixel thickness is left, or by applying thinning algorithm to binary image. The resulting image from 
this process is termed TBI which will be used as input for chain code extraction. 
 After thinning process, significant result can be observed where memory storage usage is reduced for 
storing TBI compared to binary image. Such an effect is possible due to TBI only keep fundamental structure 
information of the image. Furthermore in (Hanmandlu and Murthy, 2007), thinning process also simplified 
available image information when pattern analysis is performed. 
 The first chain code was introduced by (Freeman, 1961) for representing digital curves where this scheme 
translates the boundary pixels of image into a set of connection among them using 4-connected path or 8-
connected path. In 1973, the simplest chain code scheme was introduced by (Papert, 1973). Instead of to four 
and eight codes in Freeman Chain Code (FCC), this code only has two codes [0, 1], where code ‘0’ represents a 
right turn direction and ‘1’ for a left turn direction when traversing boundary image. In 1999, another new chain 
code scheme called Vertex Chain Code (VCC) was introduced by (Bribiesca, 1999). This scheme complied with 
Freeman objectives and also has some important characteristic such as invariant under translation and rotation 
and possibility to represent shape composed of triangular, rectangular, and hexagonal cells. Other characteristics 
of VCC can be referred to (Bribiesca, 1999). Instead of basic two-dimensional image, (Bribiesca, 2000) takes a 
step further by also proposed another chain code configuration for three-dimensional curve. Currently, many 
studies adopt these chain code schemes for representing digital curves or series of line drawing. 
 Since introduced, chain code was widely used in many areas. It is evolving by introduction of new chain 
code scheme and its usage scope extends from time to time, where mostly FCC and VCC are used. One of the 
applications is in image processing and pattern recognition. From chain code, features of the image can be 
extracted and would then be used for classification and recognition purpose. This process can be found in 
handwritten recognition (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2009) and shape recognition (Y.X. Sun, et al., 2007). Chain code 
is also can be used in data compression, where a large size chain code string will be compressed using the 
Huffman coding (Liu Yong Kui and Zalik Borut, 2005). Huffman coding is an entropy encoding algorithm used 
for lossless data compression, resulting in size reduction of chain code storage in computer. 
 Based on this evolution and its usage in feature extraction based on input from binary image, a new scheme 
should be proposed to represent and improve the existing FCC. The new scheme should overcome the weakness 
of FCC in handling the presence of multiple paths in TBI. 
 Comprehending that the chain code has numerous applications in image processing and roles in image 
feature extraction, this paper proposes a new chain code scheme that combines series of FCC directional code 
set with additional characters to imply junction and corner existence in the TBI. Such care is taken to create only 
a single sequence of chain codes for an image even if it contains multiple junctions. The other aim of the scheme 
creation is for usage during feature extraction and image recognition at latter stage. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The Experimental Design: 
 Figure 2 shows the experimental design of their work on generating the MFCC. Chain code extraction 
procedure accepts text-based thinned binary image (TBI) with junction marker ‘J’ as its sole input and generates 
corresponding image’s proposed MFCC representation to be the output. This new FCC scheme’s features and 
attributes would be defined for clearer understanding of differences and advantages of the scheme over already 
existed ones. Following the scheme’s definition closely, correct algorithm implementation is developed to 
enable practical automated extraction session and usability of generated chain code string for further processing.  
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 The generation is coupled with testing and both manually and automated validation of the resulting MFCC 
to determine its accuracy and faithfulness adhering to original image. As by-product, TBI with properly labelled 
junctions is emitted to demonstrate the internal processing progress and helps cross-validation between the 
image and output MFCC. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: The Experimental Design. 
 
The Proposed Chain Code (MFCC) Scheme: 
 The proposed MFCC is a sequence of FCC directional code combined with a set of junction label acting as 
joint between partial structure segments to construct a single string which completely represent the image. The 
first part of MFCC represents outer loop that is the outer image boundary while the inner loop or image’s inner 
lines corresponds to the second part or the rest of the string. Chain code generation output of. MFCC is a 
combination of both loops and its reverse traversal would reconstruct the same input line drawing. This section 
explains details on the proposed scheme. 
 
Feature of the MFCC: 
 Before further explanation, eight terms will be defined for better understanding of new chain code scheme 
and its features.  
 Following are definition and features of the scheme: 
1. 0-7: based on FCC directional codes; representing direction to next pixel. 
2. A, B, C...Z: signals the arrival to such labelled junction/corner. 
3. Resulting chain code shall contain digit (0-7) and alphabet (A-Z) characters. 
4. Junction labelling shall starts with ‘A’. 
5. First series shall start and stop at ‘A’ junction/corner representing outer loop. 
6. The remaining codes in chain code string represents inner loop. 
7. Derivation of chain code series starts from outer loop based on counter-clockwise direction while inner loop 

path depends on previous direction during tracing. 
8. If there are two or more consecutive alphabets, it signals back-tracing situation that is last junction label in 

such sequence represents position where tracing continues. 
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 Input: TBI with ‘J’ marker: 
 Before MFCC can be extracted, TBI with marker ‘J’ (0, 1, J) is needed as input file, where this file 
describes two dimensional structures with labelled junctions and corners. This labelling can be done manually or 
by using corner detection algorithm. Value ‘0’ and ‘1’ in this file indicates black background and white 
foreground characters, respectively. Such structure will be traversed starting at its most bottom-left foreground 
pixel ‘1’. 
 
From TBI to MFCC: 
 This section explains steps in deriving the MFCC. The explanation is based on an example for better 
understanding. Figure 3 and 4 show the examples used in the explanation. Figure 3 is the input TBI with ‘J’ 
marker. Figure 4 shows the intermediate structure state taken during the derivation of MFCC. Explanation on 
what operation has taken place is given in the following paragraphs. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: TBI with J. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: TBI with labelled junction. 
 
 There are 2 parts of operation involved during chain code generation for every TBI with J such as in Figure 
3. First, structure’s outer loop will be completely travelled and followed by second part which is unlocking of 
inner paths to be traced, if available. Tracing starts during outer loop segment at a junction that is closest in term 
of proximity to structure bottom-left foreground pixel. To be precise, either the junction itself is the most 
bottom-left location or a search is executed to find any junction at location surrounding. This starting junction 
would be labelled as ‘A’, location where outer loop chain code sequence starts and ends. Starting from ‘A’, 
every outer loop foreground and junction character will be traversed. While every visited foreground character 
will be replaced by ‘X’ marker, generic junction label ‘J’ will be substituted with new unique label which 
succeeds lastly used junction label. During relocation from current to next position, the movement is recorded in 
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terms of chain code directional symbol. Furthermore, if current position has junction label attached on it, that 
label is also inserted in the chain code string. 
 Based on example structure in Figure 3, step-by-step tracing process is explained. Starting from junction 
that has been searched and labelled as ‘A’, connected to current point is 3 foreground pixels acting as 
neighbours which are candidate to next location. At this time MFCC string already contains starting junction 
label ‘A’. Due to requirement that outer loop traversing movement should be in counter-clockwise, here pixel at 
east direction is chosen as next location. The direction is recorded into MFCC string making it currently as ‘A0’, 
‘0’ for east direction symbol, while current location is now moved at new position. During relocation, 
foreground character ‘1’ will be converted to ‘X’ as used-location marker. Tracing continues until next junction 
marker is reached, which will be renamed as ‘B’ since lastly used junction label is ‘A’. Up until current position, 
concerned parts of image state and resulting output are: 
Original image segment: J1111111111111111111111111111J 
Processed image segment: AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXB 
Generated MFCC: A0000000000000000000000000000B 
 At junction B, since there is only one neighbouring pixel, traverse will be automatically chosen to continue 
to north direction. At a same time, CC starting from ‘B’ junction will be recorded as ‘B2’. This tracing will 
continue until all pixels in outer loop is passed and reached back at starting junction which is ‘A’, completing 
the loop. Here, 3 more junction labels have been reached and labelled as ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘E’ consecutively. Next, 
inner part of the image will be used for tracing. 
 To start inner loop traversal, current position from last tracing process which is junction ‘A’ will be tested 
whether there is anymore untouched pixel, in other words foreground character ‘1’ surrounding the position. If 
such point exists, then inner loop tracing starts using that point as next location. Else, current location will be 
changed to the lastly found junction position during the tracing, here it would be ‘E’, and the tested is repeated. 
In this example, since there is neighbouring pixel ‘1’ at junction ‘A’ at north-east direction, this pixel is chosen 
and tracing will be continued until next unlabelled junction ‘J’ marker is found to be substituted for ‘F’ as the 
sixth junction. Generated chain code for this line would be A111111111111111F. 
 At junction ‘F’, there are two neighbouring pixels which directions are to the east and north-west but based 
on the algorithm, east direction will be chosen. Thus, traversing will stop at junction C and there shall be no 
more pixels to continue. In this case, as in inner loop starting process, back-tracing will be performed, resulting 
to current location being set back at junction ‘F’. Now at junction ‘F’, there is a single pixel ‘1’ and traversing 
will continue for these pixels until junction ‘E’ is found. Chain code generated from junction F to C, returns to F 
and moved to E is F00000000000000CF333333333333333E. 
 When tracing stopped at E and dead-end situation occurs, back-tracing will be performed which is changing 
current location to lastly found junction and checking neighbouring foreground pixel. Back-tracing is considered 
failed when no more junctions can be used and generating chain code is assumed to be completed. The 
following chain code is the MFCC generated for Figure 3: 
A00000000000000000000000000000B222222222222222C222222222222222D4444444444444444444444444
4444E666666666666666666666666666666A111111111111111F00000000000000CF333333333333333E 
 
The Extraction  Algorithm: 
 This section is divided into four sections starting with the explanation of traversal rules by the chain code 
generating tracker, starting location positioning, and followed with detailing of chain code generation procedure 
for each loop. Algorithm's input is TBI with (0, 1, J) as its valid values while the output is MFCC code. 
 There are two parts of traversing process: outer loop or region boundary and inner loop or line connected to 
junctions not located at image's boundary. Traversing will begin with outer loop followed by inner loop, thus the 
reason why the resulting MFCC can be segmented into outer loop for the first section and inner loop part for the 
rest of the string. In traversing process, all junctions initially labelled 'J' will be renamed to character 'A'-'Z' to 
distinguish among junctions exists and foreground pixel value ‘1’ will be changed to ‘X’ to indicate that point 
has been used or visited. At the same time, every single movement direction and reached junction label will be 
recorded in chain code string. Traversing process will be stopped when back-tracing procedure failed to find any 
foreground pixel value '1' neighbouring current junction. The way such traversing process and how MFCC is 
extracted is specifically designed for feature extraction and structure recognition purpose. 
 There are three important data structures used in the algorithm that are explained in this section. First, 
junctions stack data structure containing junction label found in sequence (A, B, C…). Next, junctions list that 
stores junction label already found and coordinate for each junction (x, y). Lastly, the input image array holding 
attribute marker at each pixel (0, 1, J, X, +). The algorithm is developed using C language with simple command 
prompt interface. Input of the algorithm is an external text file contains limited set of flag defining the image (0, 
1, J) and its output will be a string of MFCC saved as another external text file. 
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 Traverse Rules: 
 There are three rules applied during inner loop chain code generation when deciding which next point to 
take, if such point is available. The rules are shown starting from highest precedence below followed with 
explanation based on Figure 5. The explanation of the rules is assumed to start at junction ‘C’ from ‘B’ in Figure 
5. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: C junction with 3 branches. 
 
Rule 1: Searching for Orphan Point: 
 Orphan point is defined by number of foreground character pixel available at tested point’s 8-direction 
neighbourhood excluding which at current location. If such a point only has single foreground character left, it is 
declared an orphan and should be taken immediately as next point. 
 Currently at junction ‘C’ in Figure 5, there are 3 points available connecting to junction ‘D’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ 

located at direction north-west, east and north-east, respectively. These points that are candidate for next point to 
be taken will be tested for orphan status. For north-west point, its neighbourhood has only single foreground 
character while for north-east and east points, they accordingly has 2 and 3 pixels. In this case, north-west point 
is decided as an orphan and will be taken first. 
 In case where there are multiple orphans exist, lastly found such points will be selected as next point. 
 
Rule 2: Searching for Junction: 
 At current location, its neighbourhood will be scanned for any junction marker/label. If exist, it will be 
checked whether it is already encountered/registered or if it is recently used junction. If any of these conditions 
are false, that junction’s position will be taken in next movement. 
 This rule is exempted at junction ‘C’ since there is no other junction exists at its proximity. 
 
Rule 3: Searching for Foreground Character: 
 If both preceding rules failed, the process falls back to its original aim to cover all foreground characters. 
Situation is divided into 3 states, either tracer move into or going out of foreground pixel cluster when multiple 
paths are available or if only single valid pixel present at current position’s neighbourhood. For latter case, the 
tracer will simply follows what is left. If the tracer is currently moves into the cluster, then it will be directed to 
the junction residing in the cluster. Else, next point will be decided based on last used movement direction. Last 
direction used will be rotated once clockwise (CW) for starting direction and firstly found foreground pixel 
when searching from starting direction while applying counter clockwise (CCW) rotation will be taken as next 
point. 
 In Figure 5, after line leading to junction ‘D’ is finished, current tracker will be put back at junction ‘C’. 
Since last used direction movement would be to the north-west, rotation to CW will result to north for searching 
starting direction. Then, from current position, its neighbourhood will be probed for foreground character 
located at starting direction. Until stated pixel is found, searching direction will be moved CCW, in this case 
stopped at east where point leading to junction ‘E’ is situated. 
 
Locating Starting Pixel: 
 Using thinned binary image with labelled corner 'J' (0,1,J) as an input, tracking point will be set at junction 
that is nearest to image's most bottom-left foreground pixel. Such a junction will be assigned alphabet 'A' as its 
label and recorded in the chain code. Starting from image's bottom-left corner, the entire image will be searched 
for foreground character '1' by climbing up a single row at a time from left to right. Firstly found such a pixel 
that represents the most bottom-left location of the image becomes another starting point for next search, this 
time for any junction label surrounding the location. Pseudocode for starting point location search is shown in 
Algorithm 1. 
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Initialize chain code string as empty. 
Current position is image's most bottom-left 
Repeat: 
 move current position to the right 
 if: current position reaches image's right-side wall 
  move current position to above row 
  move current position to image's left-side wall 
 end 
until: current position contains foreground or junction character 
if: current position contains foreground character 
 if: current position's neighbourhood or cluster contains junction label 
  move current position to that junction position 
 else: 
  trace around outer loop for junction until it is found 
  move current position to that junction position 
 end 
end: 
Current position can now be used as starting pixel 

Algorithm 1: Locating Start Pixel. 
 
Generating MFCC of Outer Loop: 
 For outer loop, tracker's initial previous direction/movement is crucial in determining path chosen in 
subsequent movement. The process assumes counter-clockwise movement circling the structure shape. To 
reflect this, previous direction is initialized as east since current tracker position should be the most bottom-left 
point structure, unless the junction is not directly located at outer loop which in this case the previous direction 
would be pointed to the outside of outer loop ring. Every corner found during tracing process is recorded in a 
FILO stack and will be used during inner loop chain code extraction to ensure all parts of the image can be 
accessed and walked on. Every movement taken and junction reached by the tracker is recorded in chain code in 
terms of directional code and junction label. Loop stops when tracker reaches back starting junction after 
completing outer loop trip. 
 

Mark foreground character for the entire outer loop ring 
Current location is set at starting junction 
Repeat: 
 if: current position contains foreground character or outer loop marker 
  Change it into checked character 'X' 
 else if current position contains junction marker or label 
  if: the location is unregistered as a junction (unlabelled) 
   Label junction based on lastly used alphabet 
  End: 
  Push junction label into stack 
  Record junction label in chain code string 
 End: 
 Choose next point based on this priority order: 

Orphan point exists at current point’s neighbourhood 
Junction that is not recently visited 
Outer-loop point 

 Move current position to newly found point 
 Record direction movement into chain code string 
Until: starting junction is reached 

Algorithm 2: Outer Loop Generation 
 
Generating MFCC of Inner Loop: 
 After outer loop processing section is completed, next in line is extraction for inner paths, where starting 
position for tracker would be at the same place as in outer loop counterpart. With the aim to cover remaining 
foreground characters in the image, every junction reached and direction taken is recorded into the chain code 
and junction stack, where applicable. When the tracker reached dead end, where the end should be a junction, 
junction stack will be consulted for junction to return for path tracing continuation. If there is no more entry left 
in the stack, then chain code generation of the image is considered complete. 
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Initialize current direction to point to the east. 
Repeat: 
 if: current position contains foreground character 
  Change it into checked character 'X' 
 else if: current position contains junction marker or label 
  if: the location is unregistered as a junction (unlabelled) 
   Label junction based on lastly used alphabet 
  End: 
  If:  junction label is different with at the stack top 
   Push junction label into stack 
  End: 
  Record junction label in chain code string 
 End: 
 If: applying traverse rule is successful 
  Move current position to newly found point 
  Record direction movement into chain code string 
 Else: 
  Pop junction from stack to be used as current position 
 End: 
Until: stack junction is empty 

Algorithm 3: Inner Loop Generation. 
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 Testing and Validation: 
 This section presents the validation process on the proposed algorithm. Two validation methods presented 
in this section are manual and automated validation, both aims to recreate original image only via generated 
MFCC. Manual validation is done by tracing the extracted MFCC manually and marking each movement on 
Excel sheet grid by hand, while other option is performed through creating C subroutine to read the MFCC and 
automatically produce output in term of a text file contains the TBI image with junction label. The resulting TBI 
images from both techniques are then compared with the original drawing. Figure 6 will be used as example for 
testing and validation in Section 6.1 and 6.2. 
 

A0000000000000000000B0000000000000000000C2222222222222222222D222222222222222
2222E4444444444444444444F4444444444444444444G6666666666666666666H66666666666
66666666AH0000000000000000000I7777777777777777777CI6666666666666666666BI00000
00000000000000D3333333333333333333F5555555555555555555HF6666666666666666666I 

 
Fig. 6: Example of MFCC. 
 
 Manual Validation: 
 For manual validation, MS Excel worksheet has been used as graph paper for drawing a TBI with junction 
label. Every point traced from MFCC at Figure 6 will be marked on the worksheet. Start point for above MFCC 
is ‘A’, so such character will be marked at the bottom row on the worksheet. After ‘A’, there are 19 digits ‘0’ 
and followed by ‘B’ where ‘0’ indicates east direction and ‘B’ is new junction label. Therefore, character ‘X’ is 
used to mark 19 points to east direction but at point 19th, label ‘B’ is used instead of character ‘X’ to signify a 
junction. At this point, marking process had completed the first line with ‘A0000000000000000000B’. 
 Next line drawing is ‘B0000000000000000000C’, where between junctions ‘B’ to ‘C’ is 19 point of ‘X’ to 
the east. At point 19th, character ‘X’ will be replaced with label ‘C’ as a junction label. The same process is used 
for junction ‘C’ to ‘D’ and ‘D’ to ‘E’ where north direction is applied. But from junction ‘E’ to ‘F’ then to ‘G’ is 
west direction. Direction to south is applied from junction ‘G’ to ‘H’ and finally ‘H’ to ‘A’ to complete outer 
loop line. 
 Part ‘AH0000000000000000000I’ shows that there is no further movement from junction ‘A’ so it must 
return to junction ‘H’ for next movement. From junction ‘H’ junction ‘I’, there are 19 points with east direction. 
The same process is repeated to connect all line drawings between junctions appeared this MFCC. Reaching the 
end of the MFCC string, manually drawn TBI with junction label is completed shown in Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7: Resulted TBI image (manually drawn). 
 
 Automated Validation: 
 To ease the burden of having to manually trace each generated chain code string, subroutine to automate the 
task is written. Its input and output is the same as in first method. Figure 6 shows MFCC example used while 
Figure 8 shows the output TBI with junction label which is from extraction process when it completes. The 
result has been compared along with manual derivation product shown in Figure 6, demonstrating that the 
algorithm is successfully recreating original TBI with junction label. 
 

Initialize current position at centre of blank image. 
Set current code at the start of chain code string 
Repeat: 
 If: current code is an alphabet (junction label) 
  If: junction label is missing in junction list 
   Associate current coordinate with the junction in junction list 
  else if: previous code is also an alphabet 
   Move current position to junction’s position 
  End: 
  Mark current point with junction label 
 else if: current code is a digit (direction code) 
  Move current position to the direction 
  Mark current point with foreground character ‘1’ 
 End: 
Until: string’s end is reached 

Algorithm 4: Automated Validation Pseudocode. 
 

 
 
Fig. 8: Resulting TBI image from automated validation program. 
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Result and Analysis: 
 Temporary thinned binary image with junction label shown in Figure 9(b) is created by the MFCC 
generator while its output is in Figure 9(c), both are derived from Figure 9(a). The temporary TBI includes 
correction to the junction label (‘A’-‘I’) that is related to the MFCC. Based on the algorithm, if Figure 9(b) is 
traversed from ‘A’ to the end, it will lead to junction ‘B’ until ‘I’ is reached. 
 Similarly for Figure 10 and Figure 11, the temporary files such as in Figure 10(b) and Figure 11(b) would 
be created to assist the MFCC derivation. As in Figure 9, Figure 10 also has junction label range from ‘A’ to ‘I’ 
while this extends to junction ‘J’ at the centre of Figure 11.  
 

 
 
Fig. 9: First sample of TBI and its MFCC. 
 

 
 
Fig. 10: Second sample of TBI and its MFCC. 
 

 
 
Fig. 11: Third sample of TBI and its MFCC. 
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Conclusion: 
 This paper has presented a new chain code scheme and its features as modification of Freeman chain code. 
Using the new scheme and the features, an algorithm has been developed to generate the chain code of the given 
thinned binary image with J label. The proposed chain code has overcome the problem of representing multiple 
lines by multiple chain code series. The single chain code series derived by the algorithm has successfully 
representing multiple lines.  Result of three images that has been has used to test the algorithm shows that the 
algorithm is successfully generate a valid chain code of an image. The validation process of the reverse process 
in deriving the image has been performed manually and automatic. The result of the validation process proof 
that the validity and reliability of the algorithm. Overall, the chain code scheme and the algorithm is complete 
and achieve its objective to overcome the problem mentioned above. In addition, for future work the MFCC is 
later can be used in extracting image features.  
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